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Dr Suzanne MacNee from Bruntsfield, is expecting a baby shortly. Picture: Phil Wilkinson/TSPL 

Babies on a budget 
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Latest figures suggest new parents spend around £2,700 before their bundle of joy even turns one. 

But help is at hand for the mum on the hunt for a bargain. By Jessica Kiddle 

LATER this month hundreds of mums-to-be will be sharpening their elbows in preparation for the 

latest Jack & Jill Market in Edinburgh. A quality nearly-new sale “where smart mums sell and save,” it 

was set up in 2010, and for women with blossoming bumps, is now the fashionable place to shop. 

It’s an inescapable fact: having a baby costs money. Estimates vary, but according to the latest 

figures from leading website The Bump, new parents spend around £2,708 before their bundle of joy 

turns one. But with experts warning that so-called ‘must-have items’ such as nappy bins are far from 

essential, it seems much of this is wasted. 

When you add this to the Family and Parenting Institute’s news that, due to cuts in government 

spending, parents-to-be are now up to £1,800 worse off than they were last year, it’s little wonder 

that Gucci rattles and cashmere baby grows seem a little passé. 



“When it comes to having a baby thrift is the new cool,” says Jack & Jill Market founder Nicole 

Diamond, who now operates across Scotland and sees around 800 mums browse her stalls on 

market days. “Women are realising that they need to be smart with their money, so the savvy mum 

will buy second-hand, or if they do buy new, they’ll shop around. There’s been a real shift in 

attitudes towards nearly-new shopping – it’s not about what you can afford, it’s about being smart.” 

With nearly 200,000 people attending the nearly-new sales operated in the UK by the National 

Childbirth Trust (NCT) each year, Katie Kirkland – branch co-ordinator of the Dundee and North East 

Fife branch – agrees. “An increasing environmental awareness and the tough economic climate 

mean that many mothers-to-be are using our sales as a viable alternative to the high street,” she 

says. “We’re also seeing women selling one lot of baby things to earn money to buy for the next 

stage.” 

So, as the frugalista takes over from the designer mummy, we meet three savvy mums who have 

adopted the emerging ‘3 B’s’ mantra of bargain-hunting, bulk buying and borrowing. 

CASE STUDIES 

CATRIN LAWLOR, 36, is an urban designer and lives in Inverleith, Edinburgh. She is married to fellow 

urban designer, 38 year-old Diarmaid. Together they have a three year-old son, Rhys, and are 

currently expecting their second child. 

“ALTHOUGH I believe in quality, I’ve never been a label person, so was careful the first time around 

and I’m doing the same again. When you’re looking at the price of pushchairs, it’s a scary thought 

that you are about to start living off maternity pay, but, thankfully, being around like-minded 

friends, I didn’t feel pressurised to spend a lot of money. 

We were initially lent a pram for Rhys, but on realising it wasn’t suitable for Edinburgh’s cobbled 

streets, ended up buying a travel system on Gumtree – there are hundreds of second-hand prams on 

there for sale, so it seems crazy to buy a new one. We’ve done the same for other items such as the 

changing table. 

You only really use them for about a year, so we bought a second-hand one on Gumtree for £40 as 

opposed to paying £100 for a new one. By buying items such as the Moses basket and bouncer chair 

in gender-neutral colours, I’ll also be able to re-use a lot of Rhys’ things for the new baby. Once 

we’re finished with them, I’d probably try to sell them on, unless a friend needed them. Not only is 

the internet is also a great tool for research – I spent a lot of time on sites such as BabyCentre 

(babycentre.co.uk) and Mumsnet (mumsnet.com) which have lots of reviews for products – you tend 

to get better deals online. I do like the high street, but apart from John Lewis, there is very little in 

Edinburgh’s town centre as all the stores are in retail parks that you need a car to get to. It’s all 

about striking a balance. I have bought fun stuff and I have bought new things this time around such 

as our baby carrier. I also buy the odd treat such as the Neal’s Yard Nappy cream that I was given as 

a gift and loved. If this baby is a girl, though, it might be difficult not to buy too many clothes – they 

are very cute and far too hard to resist.” 

DR SUZANNE MAIR, is a 31 year-old GP. She lives with her radiologist husband, 32 year-old Grant, in 

Bruntsfield, Edinburgh. They are expecting their first child in December. 



“WHILE I was quite frivolous with my money in my twenties, once you are married and decide to 

have a baby, reality hits home and you become much more responsible with your spending. I love 

being organised and make lots of lists and my pregnancy has been no exception. At first, the kit list 

seemed endless and you could so easily get carried away, but once we’d cut out any extras we didn’t 

think we’d need, it was much more manageable. 

We attributed rough costs to everything that remained on the list and then divided the total up by 

the months we had before my due date, so we knew how much money to put aside from each pay 

cheque. Finding out that I wasn’t eligible for maternity pay from NHS Lothian due to a bureaucratic 

glitch was very stressful, but, in the end, I enjoyed the challenge of buying everything on a budget. 

One of our major cost-saving decisions was to use re-useable nappies. The initial outlay might seem 

steep but the long-term saving is considerable. And, whilst I’d had an image of a beautifully 

wallpapered nursery in my mind, we opted for paint from B&Q and some wall stickers and the end 

result is just as nice. 

Because we started the process quite early on I had the time to scour charity shops and nearly-new 

sales so most of what I’ve bought has been second hand. The charity shops in Stockbridge were a 

favourite as well as my local Birthlink Thrift Shop (0131 229 4646). It’s about being practical – while 

you shouldn’t rely on receiving gifts, people do say you receive a lot of clothes as presents, so I’ve 

just focused on buying simple baby grows for now. Buying a used breast pump felt a little funny, but 

now I’ve sterilised it, it’s as good as new. 

By shopping in this way I’ve managed to save money for things that I think are important to the 

baby’s wellbeing. I’ve attended antenatal yoga classes throughout my pregnancy and would like to 

explore baby massage or swimming classes when he or she arrives.” 

VICKY FELL, 31, is a nurse/sales manager and is married to 31-year-old Neil, a GP. They live in 

Newton Mearns, East Renfrewshire, with their five-month old son, Jackson. 

“ALTHOUGH Neil is very practical, I didn’t set out to have a baby on a budget. In fact, I had certain 

things in mind that I wanted to get – like a Bugaboo travel system which my friends had raved about 

– but as I went along the more I realised that this wasn’t necessary. In the end, aside from the buggy 

and real nappies that we ended up buying, I don’t think I spent more than £100. I started shopping 

after my 20-week scan and was lucky enough to have the time to do lots of research and listen to 

lots of advice. That way I was able to plan ahead and then wait until the sales to buy what I wanted. 

Zara and GAP have excellent sales, so I would pick clothes up then – some of which he’s only wearing 

now – and TK Maxx always has great bargains for babies. 

I knew we were having a boy, which I think helped me save money on clothes in the long run, but for 

many of the items I made sure I went for unisex colours, so it will last if we have another baby. The 

supermarkets, meanwhile, are great for buying multipacks of items such as vests and I joined all the 

major baby clubs which give members money-off vouchers or the chance to earn extra reward 

points. I visited the Scottish Baby and Toddler Show (www.thescottishbabyand toddlershow.com) at 

the SECC and took advantage of the special offers they were running on the day. 



I also just accepted anything I was offered and would always arrive home from friends’ houses laden 

with items. I also wasn’t afraid to identify something I really needed if asked – such as my Cath 

Kidston changing bag. 

When it comes to family members, or friends perhaps looking to club together to get you something, 

it’s a lovely way of getting something practical that you really want. I’m all for saving money where 

you can and I didn’t feel any pressure to conform or compete. One of my good friends wanted to 

buy brand new for her first baby, but has since said she would do it differently the next time around 

so I am happy with the way I did things.” 

TEN WAYS TO KEEP THE COSTS DOWN: 

1. Wipe out extra costs 

Bulk buying supermarket brand baby wipes in packs of four will cost you 1.2p per wipe compared to 

a single pack of branded wipes at 4p per wipe. Using two packs per week, that’s a saving of £179.56 

per year. 

2. Don’t pay for the brand name 

Supermarket brand baby shampoo costs 0.98p versus a branded bottle for around £2.60. Yet both 

products have similar ingredients, are dermatologically tested, paediatrician approved, hypo 

allergenic and are paraben free. 

3. Bulk buy for bums 

Re-useable nappies are the cheapest option but if you’re using disposal nappies always use bulk buy 

deals to save money. You can save up to 10p per nappy which adds up to £219 per year. 

4. Cook It Yourself 

Baby jars of food are up to 100 times more expensive than boiling up veggies yourself. Or take the 

good old Scottish oat: a 128g jar of baby porridge contains only 5 per cent oats and costs 62p. That 

means you are paying £9.98 for every 100g of oats compared to just 9.9p when buying a standard 

packet of oats at the supermarket. 

5. Change the table 

A changing table can range from £70-£355. Do you really need this? A £7 changing mat will do the 

trick. A colourful £3 plastic box can hold your nappies and wipes, and you’ve now got a compact, 

portable changing solution for £10. 

6. Ditch the bag 

Purpose-made ‘baby-bags’ are selling for up to £140. Save a fortune and head to your local 

department store or bag shop. 

7. No batteries for babies 



Batteries are expensive, so forget battery- operated toys. Babies love stacking cups and blocks. For 

free toys, think about joining a toy library. For The National Association of Toy & Leisure Libraries 

visit: www.natll.co.uk 

8. Save on sterilising 

If choosing to breast feed, skip on the expensive electric and microwave steam sterilisers and opt for 

the super-cheap option of a plastic bowl and a box of sterilising tablets. 

9. Child-Tax credits 

The HMRC says take-up rates for Child Tax credits are only 80 per cent and couples with children are 

the least likely to claim. Search for “Tax Credits calculator” on www.hmrc.gov.uk to check the help 

you can get. 

10. Keep the box 

Whenever you buy new items or receive gifts, flat-pack the box and keep the instructions, 

guarantee, and initial labels. Before you know, it you will have hundreds of pounds worth of clothes 

and toys to sell on. 

• The next Jack & Jill Market in Edinburgh will be held on Sunday 27 November (10.30 – 13.30) at 

Meadowbank Sports Centre. For more information visit www.jackandjillmarket.co.uk 


